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1. INTRODUCTION
We will consider problems:
xX g F t , x , x 0 s x . 1Ž . Ž . Ž .0
or
xX g A t x t q F t , x t , x 0 s x 1XŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 0
In this paper we will present the general scheme of the proof, the
Ž . Ž X.solution set of differential inclusions 1 and 1 is R in general only if itd
is nonempty and compact.
Our result generalizes all theorems of Aroszajn-type for differential
Ž .equations and all known results for differential inclusions of type 1 and
Ž X. w x1 . In particular, we solve an open problem of Deimling]Rao 11, 12 . Let
us remark, that such results are important, for instance in the theory of
Ž w x.periodic solutions of differential inclusions see 1, 6, 15 .
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2. PRELIMINARIES
U Ž .Let X be a Banach space, X its dual space, denote by X, w the
Ž U . Ž .  5 5 4space X with its weak topology s X, X , B 0, « s x g X : x - « ,
5 5 5 5 4A s sup a : a g A ; X .
w x XDEFINITION 1 10 . A multifunction G: X “ 2 is called weakly se-
Ž .quentially upper hemicontinuous w-seq.uhc if and only if for each
U U Ž U Ž ..x g X , s x , G ? : X “ R is sequentially upper semicontinuous from
Ž . Ž U . ² U :X, w into R, where s x , A s sup x , x .x g A
The ``sequential'' concept is, on one hand, more general and more useful
Ž w x.than upper semicontinuity cf. also 17, 25 .
Ž . Ž X .Fix some assumptions for F and A in problem 1 or 1 :
Let F: I = X “ 2 X be a multifunction such that:
Ž . Ž .F1 F t, x is nonempty, closed and convex,
Ž . Ž .F2 F ?, x has a measurable selection for each x g X,
Ž . Ž . Ž .F3 F t, ? is w-seq. uhc for each t g I .
Ž X. Ž . Ž .In the problem 1 operators A t possibly multivalued are supposed
to be such that the following problem
xX t g A t x t q f t , x 0 s x 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0
has a unique solution for integrable functions f.
Ž . Ž .Typical examples of such operators A t are: A t s yA, where A is a
m-accretive multivalued operator which is a generator of an equicontinu-
 Ž . 4ous semigroup or A t : t g I is a family of densely defined, closed, linear
operators on a Banach space X.
We will need some auxiliary lemmas.
Ž . Ž w x.LEMMA 1 Convergence Theorem cf. 10 . Let Y be a Banach space.
Assume:
Ž . XL1 F: X “ 2 - w-seq. uhc,
Ž . Ž .L2 F x are nonempty, closed and con¤ex.
Ž . 5 Ž .Ž .5 Ž . Ž .L3 F x t F a t almost e¤erywhere on I, x g C I, X , a g
1Ž .L I, R ,
wŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .L4 x ; C I, X , x t “ x t almost e¤erywhere on I,n n 0
wyL1 16Ž . Ž .L5 y y , y , y g L I, X ,n 0 n 0
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž Ž . Ž ...L6 y t g conv F x t q B 0, « where « “ 0 if n “ ‘.n n n n
Ž . Ž Ž ..Thus, y t g F x t almost e¤erywhere on I.0 0
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Ž . w x  4Proof. By theorem AB from 28 , letting A s y , y , y , . . . we have0 1 2
the following implication:
wyL1 6y y « ’¤ g conv y ,Dn 0 n k
kGn
w
¤ t “ y t almost everywhere on I.Ž . Ž .n 0
Ž . Ž Ž Ž . Ž ...But y t g conv F x t q B 0, « , son n n
¤ t g conv y t ; conv conv F x t q B 0, «Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .D Dn k k k
kGn kGn
; conv F x t q B 0, « .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .D k k
kGn
Fix an arbitrary xU g X U. Then:
U U² :x , ¤ t F s x , conv conv F x t q B 0, «Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Dn k kž /
kGn
Us s x , conv F x t q B 0, «Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .D k kž /
kGn
s sup s xU , F x t q B 0, « .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .k k
kGn
² U Ž .: ² U Ž .:Since x , ¤ t “ x , y t almost everywheren 0
² U : Ux , y t F inf sup s x , F x t q B 0, «Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .0 k k
ngN kGn
Us lim s x , F x t q B 0, « .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .k k
k“‘
Ž . Ž U Ž Ž . Ž ... Ž ULet b g B 0, « be such that s x , F x t q B 0, « F s x ,k k k kw
Ž Ž . .. Ž . Ž .F x t q b q 1rk. As x t q b “ x t almost everywhere on I, byk k k k
sequential v-upper hemicontinuity of F we have:
1
U U U² :x , y t F lim s x , F x t q b q F s x , F x t .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .0 n n 0nn“‘
Then by the Separation Theorem
y t g conv F x t s F x t .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .0 0 0
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Recall necessary definitions.
DEFINITION 2. Given a bounded subset A ; X, we define the Kura-
w x Ž . Ž .w Ž .xtowski Hausdorff measure of noncompactness mnc a A b A as
follows:
 4a A s inf « ) 0: A admits a finite covers by sets of diameter F «Ž .
b A s inf « ) 0: A can be covered by finitely manyŽ .
4balls of radius F « .
Ž w x.see 4, 14 .
DEFINITION 3. A function v : I = R “ R is said to be a Kamkeq q
Ž .function if it satisfies the Caratheodory conditions, v t, 0 s 0, v is
Ž .nondecreasing with respect to the second argument and m t ’ 0 is the
only absolutely continuous function satisfying:
t
m t F v s, m s ds, m 0 s 0, t g I.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H
0
Recall, that the set S is called an R set if it is an intersection of ad
decreasing sequence of compact absolute retracts. In particular, it is a
compact connected set. An important tool to prove our theorem is the
w x Ž w x.following theorem due to Bothe 7 cf. also 23 .
Ž .THEOREM 1. Let V be a complete metric space, m ? denote the measure
of noncompactness in V, and let B / B ; V. Then the following statements
are equi¤alent:
Ž .a B is a compact R ,d
Ž .b B s F BnG1 n
Ž .for some decreasing sequence of closed contractible B with m B “ 0.n n
3. MAIN RESULTS
In many cases, if we are able to prove the nonemptiness and compact-
Ž . Ž .ness of the solution set S x of our problem 1 , it can be also almost0
Ž``automatically'' proved that this set is compact R in particular con-d
.nected . Let us remark that the proof of nonemptiness and compactness
are similar, but the connectedness is more complicated problem.
As a main result we present an universal scheme of construction of the
Ž .proof, that the set S x is a compact R set.0 d
We divide the proof into parts according to the assumption types
Ž .boundedness and compactness and required property of approximated
solutions.
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I. First we establish ``a priori'' estimation.
LEMMA 2. If one of the following conditions holds:
Ž . 5 Ž .5 Ž . 1Ž .B1 F t, x F a t , a.e., a g L I , x g X,
Ž . 5 Ž .5 Ž . Ž 5 5. 1Ž .B2 F t, x F k t ? 1 q x , a.e., on I, k g L I , x g X,
1Ž .then there exists a function c g L I such that:
F t , x t F c t ,Ž . Ž .Ž .
a.e., for t g I and for each x g S x ,Ž .0
where
Ž X. Ž . Ž .B1 c t s a t
Ž X. Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž5 5 5 5 . Ž5 5 .B2 c t s k t 2 q N , where N s x q k exp k .1 10
5 Ž Ž ..5 Ž .From Lemma 2 we can conclude that for each x g S , F t, x t F c t .0
Because the main theorem refers to the solution's sets of differential
inclusions we will assume further that the right-hand side is bounded by
integrable function.
ŽII. In the next part we approximate F by certain approximations F seen
w x. yn Ž .5, 13 . For this purpose let r s 3 , U be a locally finite refine-n l lg n
Ž .ment of X. Let w be a locally Lipschitz continuous partition of unityl lg n
Ž .subordinate to U . For every l g n let x g X be such that U ;l lg n l l
Ž .B x , r .l n
We define F byn
F t , x s w x C tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ýn l l
lgn
on I = X with C t s conv F t , B x , 2 r .Ž . Ž .Ž .l l n
w xSimilar as in 13, lemma 2.2 we can show that
F t , x ; F t , x ; F t , x ; conv F t , B x , 3rŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .nq1 n n
on I = X , for all n G 1. 3Ž .
Ž . Ž .III. Let S s S x be a solution set of 1 with F instead of F and letn n 0 n
u g S for all n G 1.n n
 4 Ž .We will show that the set u : n G 1 is relatively compact in C I, X .n
Let
t
u t s x q f s ds, where f s g F s, u s .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Hn 0 n n n n
0
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By construction of F and from Lemma 2 it follows that:n
Ž .LEMMA 3. The sequence u is equicontinuous and uniformly bounded.n
Now, we can present an important ``compactness'' lemma:
LEMMA 4. If the multifunction F satisfies for each bounded A ; X one of
the following conditions:
Ž . w x Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..qC1 22 lim m F I = A F v t, m A , a.e., on I, wheret “ 0 t, t
Ž . w x18 I s t y t , t l I,t, t
Ž .28 v is a Kamke function,
Ž . w x Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..C2 4, 18 m F t, A F v t, m A , a.e., on I, v is a Kamke func-
tion;
Ž . w xC3 26 for any « ) 0 and for any subset A of B there exists a closed
Ž . Ž Ž .. Žsubset I of I such that: mes I y I - « and m F T = A F sup v t,« « t g T
Ž ..m A for any compact subset T of I ,«
Ž . w x Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .C4 24 m F I = A - m A whene¤er m A ) 0
Ž . Ž Ž . 4.Then: p t s m u t : n G 1 s 0 on I.n
LEMMA 5. Under the assumptions of lemma 4
m f s : n G 1 s 0, a.e., on I. 4Ž .Ž .n
Ž . Ž .Remark. If the multifunction F satisfies F1 ] F3 and one of the
conditions of Lemma 2 and one of the conditions of Lemma 4, then the set
Ž . Ž .S x is nonempty and compact see References .0
Using lemma's and Theorem 1 we will present in the proof of the main
theorem the general proof scheme that solution's set with these assump-
Ž wtions is always R set, so we extend all earlier results cf. 2, 11, 12, 14, 19,d
x.23, 27, 29, 30 .
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 2. If the multifunction F satisfies F1 ] F3 , some boundness
and compactness conditions such that the theses of Lemmas 2]4 hold, then
Ž . Ž .the set S x of all solutions of differential inclusion 1 is nonempty compact0
R . In particular is compact connected.d
Ž . Ž .Proof. Let S s S x be the solution set of 1 with F instead of F.n n 0 n
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .We abbreviate S x to S and S x to S . By 3 S is decreasing0 n 0 n n
sequence such that S ; F S .nG1 n
Let u g S for all n G 1.n n
t
u s x q f s ds and f s g F s, u s .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Hn o n n n n
0
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By Lemma 4 and 5
m u t : n G 1 s 0 and m f s : n G 1 s 0, a.e., on I. 4  4Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .n n
Define a new multifunction H
H t s conv f t : n G 1 , 4Ž . Ž .n
Ž .we can say that H t is nonempty, closed, convex and compact.
1 Ž .Thus S the set of all integrable selections of H is nonempty, convexH
1 ÆŽ . Ž w x.and weakly compact in L I, X ee 16, 21 . By the Eberlein]Smulian
wyL1 6Ž . Ž .theorem there exists a subsequence f of f such that f f ,n n nk k
f g S1 .H wyL1 6Ž .Let u “ u in C I, X and f f , by the Convergence Theoremn nk k
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .we obtain that f t g F t, u t almost everywhere on I. Thus u g S x .0
Hence:
r s sup r n , S “ 0.Ž .n
ngSn
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..Because S ; S q B 0, r , so m S F m S q m B 0, r F 2 r . As rn n n n n n
Ž .“ 0, m S “ 0.n
Now we will prove that S are contractible. Fix n G 1, let g be an l
Ž .strongly measurable selection of F ?, x , for every l g n, and define g byl
g t , x s w x g t g F t , x on I = X .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý l l n
lgn
Ž . Ž .Since U is locally finite, g ?, x is strongly measurable and for everyl lg n
compact C ; X there exist g ) 0 and d ) 0 such that
Ž . < Ž . Ž . < Ž . < <1 g t, x y g t, x F g c t ? x y x for all t g I, x, x g C q
Ž . Ž .B 0, d , with c ? from Lemma 2. Since g is locally Lipschitz in x, then
Ž .there exists a unique solution n s n ?, t , x of the initial value problem
Ž . X Ž . w x Ž .2 n s g t, n on t , a , n t s x.
w xLet h: 0, 1 = S “ S be defined byn n
wu t if t g 0, sa ,Ž . .
h s, u t sŽ . Ž . ½ xn t ; sa, u sa if t g sa, a .Ž .Ž . Ž
Ž . Ž . Ž .Because h 0, u s n ?, 0, x and h 1, u s u on S . It remains to prove0 n
that h is continuous in order to show that S is contractible.n
Ž . w x Ž . Ž .For this purpose, let s , u g 0, 1 = S with s , u “ s, u andk k n k k
Ž . 5 Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .5 Ž .C t s h s, u t y h s , u t on I and g , d ) 0 be such that 1 holdsk k k
5 5with C s D u I and let K ) 0 be such that u F K for all u g SŽ .k G1 k 1
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Ž .such K exists by Lemma 2 . As
C t s n t , sa, u sa y n t , s a, u s aŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .k k k k
F u s a y u s aŽ . Ž .k k k
sa
q f t , n , t , s a, u s a dtŽ .Ž .H k k k
s ak
t
q f t , n t , sa, u s a y f t , n t , s a, u s a dt .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .H k k k k
sa
For any « ) 0 first term by our assumption is less than «r2 for
sufficiently large k and by boundedness of F and thanks to the fact thatn
s a “ sa the integral is also less than «r2 for k G k for some k and thek 0 0
Ž . t Ž . Ž .third term by 1 is less than gH c t C t dt . Hence,sa k




C t F « exp c t dt ; t g I for any « ) 0.Ž . Ž .Hk ž /sa
This implies that C “ 0 uniformly on I, so h is continuous. Byk
theorem 1 S is a compact R set.d
Ž . Ž .Remark. In particular taking B2 and C1 , problem 2 of Deimling
w x11, 12 is solved.
As a Corollary, looking on the proof of our Theorem 2 if we are able to
Ž . Ž X Ž . Ž ..prove that the problem 2 in this case in the form: x g A t x q f t, x
has a unique solution, we can prove in the similar way the following
Ž w x.THEOREM 3 cf. 7, 9, 29 . Let E be a Banach space with uniformly
U Ž .con¤ex dual E and let A t s A be a multi¤alued m-accreti¤e operator such
that yA generates an equicontinuous semigroup. Assume that F satisfies
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .B2 and F1 ] F3 . Then for each x g D A D A denote the domainŽ .0
. Ž X.of A the set of all integral solutions of 1 is an R set.d
These results generalize almost all results of this type for differential
equations and differential inclusions. This refers also to problems, which
Ž . Ž X. Žcan be reformulated to the form 1 or 1 for example some partial
. Ž w x.differential equations cf. 29 .
w x ŽŽ . Ž . Ž .For instance we obtain the result of Umanskii 27 , B2 , C1 , F t, ? -
. w x ŽŽ . Ž . Ž . .usc , Bothe 7 B2 , a particular case of C2 , F t, ? -weakly usc , Deim-
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w x ŽŽ . . w xling and Rao 12 B2 , F compact or Papageorgiou 19, 20 . Finally, let us
ŽŽ . Ž .remark, that as corollaries we obtain some new theorems B2 q C3 ,
Ž . Ž . .B2 q C4 , with different types of continuity, for instance .
It is clear, that if the multifunction F satisfies continuity conditions with
Ž Ž . .the strong topology namely F t, ? is usc , then all our considerations are
still true and the proofs are similar.
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